The Great Sea: A Human History of the Mediterranean David Abulafia allen lane 816 pp. £30 (2011)
The Mediterranean Sea has witnessed the meeting of many civilizations throughout history. In this magnum opus, historian David Abulafia tells the tales of the diverse peoples that have lived around the Great Sea, portraying their trade and battles and emphasizing their varied languages and societies. From the Trojan Wars in the eleventh or twelfth centuries bc to the Grand Tours of the nineteenth century ad, and from the history of piracy to the spread of religions and modern tourism, he paints the Mediterranean as an epicentre of human history.
I'm Feeling Lucky: The Confessions of Google Employee Number 59
Douglas Edwards allen lane 432 pp. £20 (2011) Douglas Edwards was Google's first director of marketing and brand management -employee number 59 -a post he held from 1999 to 2005. In his book he offers a peek inside the Googleplex, giving an intimate portrayal of the innovative company's unique culture and how it developed. He describes how the firm's founding duo, Larry Page and Sergey Brin, have encouraged a non-hierarchical management structure and fostered a creative ethos. He also gives sage management advice, explaining, for example, why you should always hire someone smarter than yourself.
Why Millions Survive Cancer: The Successes of Science
Lauren Pecorino oxford university Press 256 pp. £16.99 (2011) One in three of us can expect to have cancer during our lifetimes. But the prognosis is good, according to molecular biologist Lauren Pecorino. More people are surviving as better treatments come on line, thanks to advances in science and medicine. Relating the latest scientific evidence, she details for the general reader how models of cancer and knowledge of how the body defends itself against tumours have improved, and shows how the disease is better managed today. The book also examines the science that lies behind various lifestyle factors that contribute to cancer risks.
pump around which the cases clustered is a popular tale, but Koch reveals that the conventional version is oversold. Snow's idea on the waterborne transmission of cholera was later proved correct, but his work, and that of many other mappers of the time, merely revealed the conditions in which cholera thrived, not that it is caused by a bacterium, Vibrio cholerae.
Other cholera case studies in the book include an 1831 continental-scale metaanalysis of the outbreaks that spread across Europe in the early nineteenth century -a forerunner of modern large-scale mapping projects. Koch highlights colonial Indian maps of cholera spread that were of limited use because 'natives' were not included, and London neighbourhood mapping battles that aimed to prove all kinds of transmission mechanisms. Each contains lessons for today.
Disease Maps is well researched, and packed with beautifully reproduced epidemiological maps and colourful tales of the arguments and insights each one sparked. Yet it skirts recent advances in our knowledge of disease spread. There is no mention of the state-of-the-art tools that could have settled some of the historical debates. Developments include new phylogeographic techniques for reconstructing spatial and temporal evolutionary histories of the spread of pathogens such as influenza, and Bayesian statistical models for generating uncertainty maps to accompany those charting endemic diseases such as malaria. Mobile-phone data are also providing unprecedented opportunities for exploring short-term spatial epidemiological dynamics by tracking human travel patterns.
At a time when resources are flowing into the fields of health metrics and epidemiological mapping, Disease Maps shows that some things never change. The epidemic drivers of increased trade, rapid urbanization, inequalities and civil unrest are as strong today as they were during the seventeenth-century outbreaks of plague. Koch's book takes us back to the dawn of disease statistics and mapping, when -according to London's 1667 bill of mortality -11 people were killed by itches, one person died from fainting in the bath and many more perished when their stomachs simply 'stopped' . ■
